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object  

am  

rule  

among  

noun  

power  

cannot  

able  

six  

size  

dark  

ball  

material  

special  

heavy  

 

Writing Practice 
Directions:   Write the words on the lines. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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object among cannot size material 

am noun able dark special 

rule power six ball heavy 
 

   

      

     

      

     

 

  

Spelling Practice 
Directions:   Print each word into the box it fits. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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object among cannot size material 

am noun able dark special 

rule power six ball heavy 
 
 

 

 
  

Word Search 
Directions:   Find and circle the words. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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able   
 a thing 

am   
 I exist or I be 

among   
 how a thing is run   

ball   
 together with 

cannot   
 a person, place, or thing 

dark   
 a strong force  

heavy   
 can not do  

material   
 can do 

noun   
 the number after five  

object   
 how big a thing is 

power   
 no light  

rule   
 shaped like the earth  

six   
 what a thing is made of 

size   
 being better than others 

special   
 having more inside 

 

 

Matching 
Directions:   Draw lines to match the words and meanings. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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plecias She made a __ __ __ __ __ __ __ picture for mother. 

ezis  A man is a large __ __ __ __, but a boy is small. 

sxi Five and one make __ __ __.  

uelr Good children will follow a __ __ __ __.  

ewpro A car needs __ __ __ __ __ to make it go. 

oetcjb Circle the __ __ __ __ __ __ on the paper. 

unon “Car” is a __ __ __ __ because it names a thing. 

aimlater Books are made from paper __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ . 

veahy The box is too __ __ __ __ __ for me to carry. 

ardk It is __ __ __ __ when the sun goes down.  

tncnao I looked, but I __ __ __ __ __ __ find my book. 

allb He plays __ __ __ __ for fun.   

nmgao I found a plant __ __ __ __ __ some rocks. 

ma The woman said, “I __ __ a good mother.” 

leab Are you  __ __ __ __ to write your name? 
 

Word Scramble 
Directions:   Unscramble the word for the sentence. 



 Name__________________________________________   
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object among cannot size material 

am noun able dark special 

rule power six ball heavy 
 

1.  “Girl” is a ________________ which names a person. 

2.  A ship needs ________________ to go across the ocean. 

3.  Are you ________________ to write a sentence? 

4.  He ________________ correct the hard problem. 

5.  It is ________________ at night. 

6.  Money is made of paper ________________. 

7.  Put the ________________ wood on the fire. 

8.  The ________________ in the picture is a car. 

9.  The ________________ is no talking at school. 

10.  The birds live ________________ the trees. 

11.  The boys move the ________________ across the field. 

12.  The man said, “I ________________ a good father.” 

13.  The girl of small ________________ could not see over him. 

14.  This ________________ machine makes food hot. 

15.  Three and three make ________________. 
 

Finish the Sentence 
Directions:   Write a word which belongs in the sentence. 


